Despite the complexityof much modern apparatus the responsibilityfor inventing new equipment still rests with the scientist. A high level of practical skill is not necessary, but working models playa valuable part. The instrument industry has an equally essential part to play in converting an innovation into a viable commercial product and must take great financial risks in doing so. DEVELOPING AN INSTRUMENT has very great capacity in the one area where the working scientist is generally almost helpless-that is to say, in taking an original idea, perhaps in the form of a cumbersome and maybe temperamental prototype, and converting it into a sound piece of instrument engineering, or taking an original development and carrying it forward, perhaps building up the original concept to something the originator could not foresee. Nevertheless the initiation of a development is something the scientist must do himself. He knows his own needs and he should be able to look forward and see at least dimly how they might be met. No one else can do it for him.
Anyone who has mastered the basic principles of one science and understands the thought processes involved in one form of scientific research can operate in another. It does require application to learn the basic facts concerning another specialty, but once these are acquired the work is no harder than work always is. One can proceed from this to the dictum that the intellectual processes involved in devising an analytical machine or instrument are fundamentally the same as those employed in any other form of scientific research. There are, however, differences in the structure of the work. In classical scientific research there is usually one large single central question to which one does not know the answer. One starts with a hypothesis and devises experiments to test it. Perhaps one will then need a new hypothesis and further experiments. Not infrequently one finds completely unexpected information which leads one in an entirely different direction.
IDEA TO INSTRUMENT
There is one point on which one must take issue with Mr. Broughton. He implied that lately the situation has changed and the initiative now lies with the instrument manufacturers. Yet, from his own list, Delves cup and the Thorpe nephelometer were both invented by scientists comparatively recently, and one can add to these that most sophisticated of amino-acid analysers, just on the marketnamely, the Chromoscan-which grew from a pro-To devise instruments one knows beforehand what totype developed by Alan Thomas, of Imperial is needed. Possibly one can even visualize what the College, to help him handle his large workload. final device will look like. Generally one can This is not to minimize the enormous contribution break the whole problem down into a number of made by the instrument industry. The industry relatively small constituent parts, each forming a 169 In his lecture about instrumentation on the 21st Anniversary of the Association of Clinical Biochemists P. M. G. Broughton (1974) spoke of the contributions made by scientists in the past to the field of instrumentation. One can only applaud his remarks. In fact, the list of names he gave could be greatly extended to include, for example, workers such as F. W. Aston, who spent his professional life developing mass spectrometry; J. Heyrovsky, who invented the polarograph; and A. J. P. Martin and A. T. James, the coinventors of gas chromatography. One must also take note of the smaller items of equipment used in manual work and work simplification such as the "Zipette" invented by Payne and Taubinger of I.e.I. Plastics Laboratories, numerous micropipetting devices by Sanz, Linderstrom-Lang, and Grunbaum, the micro gasometer by Natelson, and the microdiffusion apparatus by Conway. The full list is endless.
The deduction to be made from all this is that scientific apparatus is invented by scientists. Consider any piece of laboratory equipment and trace it back to its origins. In almost every case it will be found that it was invented by or initiated by a scientist who conceived it as a tool for solving some of his problems. small complete research problem in itself. It is not difficult to devise solutions. In fact, difficulty often arises because there are too many possible solutions, so one may have to devise experiments to help one make the best choice. Each of these small projects carried to completion gives the same sort of satisfaction that one gets from much more major pieces of fundamental research and the feeling of gratification is much more frequent. One does, however, have to pay a price for it.
One of the great pleasures of scientific work is that of communicating with one's fellows. In developing instruments this is generally denied one, firstly because one cannot obtain a patent on a subject about which there has been any publicity, and secondly because one usually hopes that industry will ultimately adopt the device. Understandably a manufacturer will be reluctant to invest money in a project if he does not have at least a head start over possible competition. A further disadvantage of this kind of work is that, because it is the most applied of applied sciences, some ill advised people regard it as a low caste activity, and do not always try to hide their views. This segregationist attitude is shown also in the attitude of grant-giving agencies. Some at least take the attitude that, since ultimately industry will make a profit from work of this kind, industry should finance it. This attitude is no doubt reinforced by the absence of instrument designers from the panels who judge applications for research grants. Industry on the other hand is naturally unwilling to risk large sums of money on untried ideas. The effect of these factors is to make it less easy to obtain financial support for this kind of activity than for more conventional forms of research, at least in the early stages.
It is appropriate at this point to consider some of the problems facing the instrument industry in its relation to innovation. The purpose of industry is to make money. There is a good deal of discussion nowadays about the moral responsibilities of industry, and no doubt this is important, but the simple truth is that if a manufacturing company fails in its primary aim it will soon cease to exist. As mentioned earlier, industry is well able to handle the development of a product suitable for manufacture once having become fully aware of the original concept. The difficulty is to achieve awareness of this concept, and once aware of it to determine whether or not a product based on it will sell well enough to repay the original investment. This is difficult enough with simple products likely to have popular appeal; it is nearly impossible where highly sophisticated devices are concerned. Market surveys are of little value or are even actually misleading where new concepts are concerned, since for many reasons only a small proportion of those surveyed are likely to be good judges. There is good evidence too that the subjects of surveys are surfeited with them and treat them with little respect if not active hostility. Industry is thus forced to try to gain information by maintaining contact with selected senior scientists. The Department of Health follows a similar practice, and the observed effect of this supports one of Donald Schon's conclusions in the 1970 Reith lectures: "When an idea is in good currency in a government agency it is already out of date."
ECONOMIC POTENTIAL
It is obvious therefore that even when an innovator has something of real value to offer, a manufacturer has little in the way of yardsticks to measure its economic potential. The final decision on whether or not to adopt an idea is likely to rest with individuals who are more concerned with finance than technology and who thus tend to be more conservative in their outlook. All these difficulties in communication and projection hurt laboratory workers just as much as they hurt industry. There can be little doubt that numbers of good ideas are stillborn, and some way must be found to prevent this. One hesitates to add to the clamour for financial aid from the Government, and yet a small fund to provide for research into the factors which determine acceptance of innovation might be money well spent.
The costs of developing and marketing a new instrument or machine are very much larger than might be imagined. This can be partly illustrated from recent personal experience. A small team at the University of Sussex has been working for between two and three years on the development of a small modular machine for emergency work. The project was designed to bring the machine to a stage of development at which design for production could be carried out by industry without the need for too many expensive preliminaries. A good deal of attention was paid to inexpensive approaches with with the idea of producing something which could be marketed for about £1000-£1500 per module. The team consisted of three graduates (one of whom was part-time and whose salary is not included in the cost) and one technician. The total expenditure to date is £37 000 and includes salaries, university overheads, and cost of patents, materials, and equipment. The last two items were much the smallest. The project has now reached the stage where a manufacturer could take it over, but development by the present team should logically be carried on for another year, when the total cost would approach £50 000. Though this seems a very large sum it is almost certainly much less than if the design and associated experimental work had been carried out by industry.
DESIGN FOR PRODUCTION
If a company was to adopt this machine there would be further expensive measures to undertake. Firstly, design for production would be necessary. The manual techniques used in fabricating prototypes are much too expensive to be used in manufacture. Alternatives would be sought which would be cheaper to make and easy to assemble. In effect the whole machine would be redesigned within the specification derived from the development model. Probably the manufacturer would seek subcontractors, specialist firms who would construct individual items.
At this point it is usual to build a small number of preproduction prototypes to the specification of the production model. Since these too would be largely hand-built, like their predecessor, this would be a slow and expensive process. These prototypes would be put out for field trials, and almost inevitably modifications would be needed.
At last the design can be finalized and production begun. There is a long time lag occupied by sales campaigns before the product starts to sell. At about this juncture the manufacturer is faced with the unanswerable question of how many units to make; the more he makes the cheaper they are but the bigger the financial risk. It is impossible for anyone unconnected with the industry to guess at the cost of all this, but it must be very large indeed. In the field of medical laboratory instruments the market is small, possibly 400 potential domestic customers at most. Here then are some of the reasons which make a manufacturer cautious and which also are reasons why small companies cannot take up expensive innovations.
These factors are also the basic cause of the conflict that usually occurs between the inventor and the manufacturer. The businessman naturally strives to keep the expensive preliminaries as short as possible. The scientist just as naturally tries to insist that the device he has invented is perfect before it is marketed. This inevitably leads to a confrontation which, no matter how much it is prolonged the inventor must certainly lose. It is probably the reason why inventors as a class are believed to suffer from paranoia.
WORKING MODEL
Obviously the innovator must do everything in his power to reduce the manufacturer's problems.
He must carry out the preliminary work as far forward as he possibly can, he must carry out a wide literature search, he must examine closely equipment which relates in any way to that with which he is concerned, and he must study the physics involved in the device he proposes. Where relevant he should test analytical methods he proposes to use under simulated conditions. Above alI else he should make a working model, no matter how crude, sufficiently complete to reproduce the essential functions of the ultimate device.
Some colleagues tend to be disparaging about crude home-made models, but the engineers who work in the instrument industry do not treat models lightly. They are of the utmost importance in communicating the essential principles of a device from the scientist to the engineer.
Many people are deterred from building models by the belief that special skills are essential. Scientists, especially chemists, are accustomed to use their hands skilfully and are used to assembling newly acquired equipment. Making simple models should hold no terrors for them. Much can often be done by assembling the items of standard equipment and assorted oddments that can be found in any laboratory. If one has access to a machine shop or a helpful physics department this is a tremendous help, but such help must be used judiciously, since fabrication of the parts of even a simple machine from stock materials can use up an inordinate number of man hours.
One of Robert Heinlein's fictional characters is an inventor who prides himself on what he calls "yellow pages design"-that is, he uses only standard components he can order over the telephone. This approach cannot be recommended too highly. Components manufactured by specialist companies are invariably cheaper and usually much better than one can make oneself. There exist free engineering trade journals similar in character to Laboratory Equipment Digest which are a mine of useful information about such components.
Many people are intimidated by electronics, and this feeling is not discouraged by some of the high priests of the cult. One textbook written specifically for workers in medical fields goes so far as to warn readers that the practice is possible only for professionals. The truth is that, with the introduction of integrated circuits, electronics was never easier for the amateur. For example, no one nowadays would dream of building a D.C. amplifier when excellent ones can be purchased for about SOp. Power supplies are relatively expensive, but for simple experimental assemblies to demonstrate a principle batteries can be used. A wide variety of integrated circuits capable of all manner of mathe-matical treatment of signals is available, and manufacturers provide excellent handbooks at nominal prices. Analogue circuits with outputs on meters or pen recorders are quite adequate for most purposes. Digital circuitry is more complex and expensive and is unnecessary for experimental work.
MATERIALS TO USE
In building models the materials which are likely to come into contact with reagents are of first importance. Metals are of course excluded for most purposes: even the most chemically resistant stainless st~ls are slowly attacked by strong acids. A relatively new material is vitreous carbon, which is produced in various shapes by specialist firms. It i~very resistant to chemical attack, can be given a high surface finish, and is also a good conductor of heat and electricity. It has the added advantage that as well as being non-wetting it does not encourage the formation of large droplets of water on its surface. Glass of course is always with us and it is pleasant to be able to state that small 'firms which will blow intricate shapes to individual designs still exist and still charge modest prices.
This brings us to plastics. It is probably fair to say that but for the invention of plastics we should have no automatic analysis machines. However, the number of plastics which are really useful in this field is quite small. One should mention especially the fluorocarbons, which have very high chemical resistance but are difficult to join (though efficient tube connecting devices are available commercially), and polyethylene and polypropylene, which are also vel!.~seful but will not tolerate either strong oxidizing agents or some organic solvents. Nylon should not be used, since it absorbs water.
For experimental work it is frequently necessary to make components on metal-working machine tools, and for this purpose ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene is ideal. A real problem in choosing a suitable plastic is that its properties are often inconstant. Not only does it vary from one manufacturer to another but individual manufacturers often have difficulty in avoiding variation between batches. This is particularly true of the silicone elastomers.
SUITABLE COMPANY
Having produced a working model and demon-strated its ability to perform the task for which it is devised one must then find a suitable company which is looking for a new product. This perhaps requires more patience and persistence than all the rest of the exercise put together. There seems to be no alternative but to prepare a list of companies known to. be active in the field concerned and writing to each m turn, but it is important to obtain a provisional patent first since the letter to the manufacturers should describe the equipment in some detail. The letter should also give an idea of the possible extent of the market for the device.
With reasonable luck officers of the companies approached will want to come and discuss the proj~t. In the first instance these are normally technical p.ersonn~1 and their visit is usually enjoyable even If nothing comes of it, but occasionally sales representatives are sent and the experience is less satisfying. It is hard to see why companies use salesmen for this purpose, since the attributes of a good salesman do not necessarily include either adequate technical knowledge or vision.
A~ter the i~itial visit or visits there is usually a co~slderable interval of time, often several months, while the management considers the project and before one hears any more. In fact manufacturers ar.e generally remarkably bad at maintaining liaison With the mventor during this period. Worst of all, they often fail to let one know that they have decided against adopting a project. Under the circumstances one has no alternative but to deal with several firms at once. While it would be manifestly unfair to offer an idea to 20 or 30 firms simultaneously, it is reasonable to move on to someone else after three or four weeks of silence. If one is fortunate enough to have the device adopted the company will wish to arrange some kind of contractual agreement and. during this phase it is wise to obtain legai advice from someone experienced in this field.
Perhaps one may be permitted to end with an exhortation to all: first to our employers from whom clear signs of enthusiasm would be m~st welcome' then to industry which must improve its method of communication with individual scientists; to the younger members of our profession, for there must be any nU~ber of young scientists with the ability and enthusiasm to evolve original devices if it only occurred to them to try to do so; to the senior embers of the profession, who may be able to influence the provision of funds for work on instruments; and to us all to try to improve liaison between the Department of Health, the industry, and the profession.
